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In December of 2006, the Southeast Archeo-
logical Center (SEAC) conducted a ground 
penetrating radar (GPR) survey at Fort Jef-
ferson in Dry Tortugas National Park (DRTO). 
The survey was designed to include all open 
and clear ground surfaces of the fort’s parade 
ground, and a limited area outside the fort’s 
walls in the campground and picnic area. The 
goal of the project was to identify subsurface 
historic features that could be imaged using 
GPR and to provide maps of these features to 
the park to aid in the management and protec-
tion of buried historic fabric at the fort. Just 
over fi ve acres (20,500 square meters) of Fort 
Jeff erson’s parade ground, and 2,450 square 
meters (.61 acres) of land outside the fort’s 
walls, were surveyed with the GPR. The parade 
ground survey coverage represents 63.4 per-
cent of the full eight acres of interior space at 
the fort, but most of the unsurveyed property 
was covered with existing buildings, ruins, or 
impenetrable vegetation. 
 A variety of historic subsurface features no 
longer visible on the modern ground surface 
were revealed during the radar investigation. 
These included relict footpaths and roads,  
possible privies and/or cisterns, a probable 
grave, foundation remains of extinct buildings 
(the original lighthouse and other possible his-
toric structures associated with the lighthouse 
keeper’s home and temporary structures that 
were in place during the construction of the 
fort), as well as a number of buried anomalies 
of unknown origin probably associated with 

historic refuse dumps. In addition, numerous 
historic and modern sewage, electrical, and 
water distribution utilities were identifi ed dur-
ing the survey. 
 Prior to initiating the fi eld portion of the 
radar survey, historic maps drawn during the 
construction and military occupation of the 
fort were collected and digitized into a geo-
graphic information system (GIS) that was 
used to predict the locations of, and later to 
interpret, anomalies identifi ed during the GPR 
survey. Upon completion of the survey, highly 
accurate mapping of the fort’s interior and 
exterior was carried out using a global position-
ing system (GPS) and a total station. The map 
produced was used to further refi ne and adjust 
the original GIS, and provided an accurate base 
map upon which historic maps of the fort and 
the results of the GPR survey could be overlaid. 
The end result is a layered GIS database/map 
showing accurate locations of extant and relict 
historic features in real world coordinates that 
can be referenced on the ground and navigated 
to using a GPS unit.
 This document includes a brief construc-
tion history of the surveyed areas at Fort Jef-
ferson, maps and images produced by the GPR 
survey and GIS exercise, and an archeological 
interpretation of the data collected during the 
survey. The electronic data used in the creation 
of the GIS has also been provided to DRTO on 
a DVD so that it may be incorporated into the 
park’s resource management database.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In December of 2006, the Southeast Archeo-
logical Center (SEAC) conducted a ground 
penetrating radar (GPR) survey at Fort Jeff er-
son National Monument in the Dry Tortugas 
National Park (DRTO) (Figure 1). DRTO ar-
ranged for the survey in order to identify the 
location of subsurface historic fabric in the 
parade ground of the fort. The park wished to 
inventory any such archeological features to 
facilitate their proper management and avoid 
future impacts to them associated with routine 
maintenance and stabilization projects at the 
fort. The park was also interested in identifying 
the locations of historic and modern utilities 
whose locations were generally known, but not 
specifi cally identifi ed on any maps. 
 A total of 41 grids of various sizes (ranging 
from 40-by-40 meters to 3-by-21 meters) were 
established to collect the radar data (Figure 
2). Thirty-six grids were located in the parade 
ground of the fort, four were placed in the 
campground and picnic area outside the fort’s 
sally port entrance, and one grid was placed 
inside the fi rst tier construction above the bur-
ied cisterns west of the park’s offi  ce space. The 
GPR data were collected using a Geophysical 
Survey Systems, Inc. (GSSI) model SIR-3000 
unit with a 400 MHz antennae. Radar data was 
collected in several series of parallel linear tran-
sects that were combined to build grids which 
were then digitally processed as individual units 
for visual display. In all of the grids, except 

the one placed in the fi rst tier, transects were 
spaced one half meter apart. Transect spacing 
in the fi rst tier grid was one quarter meter. The 
data were processed using Radan software, 
developed by GSSI for use with the SIR-3000. 
Using Radan, each grid was subjected to a series 
of post processing steps intended to improve 
feature resolution, remove background noise, 
and accurately identify feature depth and size. 
The grids were then combined into larger 
units to aid in the identifi cation of anomalies 
that stretched across multiple survey grids. 
The data was then exported to the contour 
mapping software Surfer, in which additional 
refi nement could be made to further resolve 
some features.  
 Following completion of the survey, a total 
station and a global positioning unit (GPS) were 
used to create a detailed map of the project area 
grid, as well as the locations of ruins, existing 
buildings, existing vegetation and tree stumps, 
existing walkways, the fort walls, the seawall, 
and any other above ground features (including 
all of the utility boxes and covers) inside the 
fort or in the campground and picnic area. This 
map was later used as the base for a geographic 
information system (GIS) that included the 
results of the GPR survey and superimposed 
nineteenth century maps of the fort displaying 
the locations of previously existing structures 
and features in the parade ground and what is 
now the picnic area and campground at the 
fort.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

Figure 1. The location of Fort Jefferson, in the Dry Tortugas National Park, approximately 70 miles west 
of Key West, FL.
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Figure 2. The project area at Fort Jefferson.  The locations of the 41 GPR grids from which data was 
collected are highlighted in blue.
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Chapter 2
A Brief Construction History of Fort Jefferson’s Parade Ground

The Dry Tortugas National Park (DRTO) man-
ages just over 100 square miles of property, 
including the seven small islands that make up 
the Dry Tortugas, the westernmost section of 
the Florida Keys. One of the islands, Garden 
Key, is home to Fort Jeff erson, the largest ma-
sonry structure in the Western Hemisphere. 
The fort is a six-bastioned elongated hexagon 
made of brick, coral and cement concrete, and 
stone, and was constructed between the years 
of 1846 and 1875. The fort was never completed 
and was abandoned by the U.S. Army in 1875 
because similar masonry forts had been found 
obsolete; they could not stand up to power-
ful rifl ed cannons developed during the Civil 
War. 
 The construction of  Fort Jeff erson began 
during the height of a coastal defense strategy 
known as the Third System (1816-1867). Ear-
lier American forts of the First System (1794-
1807) were usually earthworks with limited 
wood and masonry components; these forts 
were abandoned after tensions with Europe 
subsided following the Revolutionary War. 
During the buildup to the War of 1812, the 
Second System forts were constructed; these 
too began as earthworks but incorporated 
increasingly more masonry components as 
the war neared. After the War of 1812, and the 
burning of the capitol, Congress and the Presi-
dent became convinced of the need for a strong 
coastal defense system. A board of military 
engineers was established to propose, design, 
and lobby Congress to fund the construction 
of a number of large masonry forts along the 
eastern coast of the United States (Reid 2006). 
Fort Jeff erson was to be the largest of these 
construction projects, and a personal project of 
Fortifi cation Board member Brevet Lieutenant 
Colonel Joseph Gilbert Totten, whose infl uence 
with Congress proved so persuasive that fund-

ing for construction activities at Fort Jeff erson 
continued nearly ten years after both Totten’s 
death and the realization of the obsolescence 
of masonry forts. 
 The U.S. military’s earliest experience in the 
Dry Tortugas came in 1824, when  U.S. Navy 
Commodore David Porter inspected the Dry 
Tortugas islands. Porter was the commander of 
a naval squadron assigned the task of remov-
ing the threat of piracy from the Caribbean. 
He was unimpressed with conditions on the 
islands and reported that they were not suitable 
for fortifi cations of any kind. Nevertheless, in 
1822, Congress had already approved funding 
for the construction of a brick lighthouse and 
keeper’s residence on Garden Key. These build-
ings were completed in 1825 and represent 
the fi rst permanent structures built in the Dry 
Tortugas (Vinson 1992). Neither structure ex-
ists today, but the lighthouse was present and 
operational inside the fort until 1876 when it 
was damaged by a hurricane and replaced with 
the iron harbor light now standing on Bas-
tion 6. The lighthouse and keeper’s quarters 
were the property of the Department of the 
Treasury’s Lighthouse Board. Army engineers 
were forbidden to interfere with the operation 
of the lighthouse during the construction of the 
fort and were ordered to fence the property to 
avoid damaging it (Bearss 1983). The original 
keeper’s residence was present until 1872, after 
which it was replaced by a new structure that 
burned in 1912.
 In October of 1829, the U.S. sloop of war 
Florida made a stop at Garden Key and Lieu-
tenant Josiah Tatnall spent several days pre-
paring a detailed description of the landmass 
and harbors of the Tortugas. He reported that 
the harbors were ideal for securing ships of 
all types and the island land was ideal for sup-
porting military fortifi cations (Vinson 1992). 
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He also reported that the location of the Tor-
tugas would off er an advantageous position 
for protecting and controlling commerce and 
U.S. military interests in the Gulf of Mexico. 
Tratnall’s report set into motion what would 
eventually culminate in the onset of Fort 
Jeff erson’s construction in 1846.
 In the 17 intervening years between Trat-
nall’s report and the onset of construction, 
plans evolved from the planned construction 
of several small batteries on each of the stable 
islands in the Dry Tortugas into the large single 
fortress design we see today on Garden Key. 
The plans for the fort were fi nalized and ap-
proved in November of 1846. The fort was to 
be a “hexangular casemated work, elongated, 
but symmetrical having four sides of 467.88 
feet and two shorter sides (which are oppo-
site each other) of 324.88 feet each” (Vinson 
1992:42-43). Each of the hexagon’s angles were 
set at 120 degrees and would contain a tower 
bastion. The plans also called for a three-story 
construction including, from the top, a fully 
armed terreplain under which would be two 
tiers of casemates oriented perpendicular to 
the scarp (outer wall) of the fort. Below the fi rst 
tier of casemates, large cisterns holding drink-
ing water were to be built. A concrete and brick 
counterscarp was to be constructed around the 
fort, enclosing a moat. All of these construction 
plans were eventually at least partially realized, 
but plans were also in place for the construc-
tion of several buildings on the parade ground 
including fi ve magazines, a bombproof naval 
storehouse, two blocks of offi  cer’s quarters, a 
commanding offi  cer’s residence, a chapel with 
offi  ce space, a hospital, and a barracks building 
for enlisted soldiers (Figure 3). As detailed in 
the following pages, some of these structures 
were built, some were started and never com-
pleted, and others were never begun.
 Prior to the onset of construction at Garden 
Key the only two permanent structures on the 
island were the lighthouse and the keepers 
quarters, and the only residents were the light-
house keeper, John Thompson, his family and 
slaves, and an ever changing group of fi shermen 
and “wreckers.” The wreckers made their living 

off  frequent shipwrecks and groundings on the 
nearby reefs and shoals. This population was 
augmented in the summer of 1847 when labor-
ers and construction materials began to arrive 
at the island. The fi rst military buildings on 
Garden Key were temporary structures erected 
by September 7, 1847 (Reid 2006) and included 
a blacksmith shop, lime house, and carpenter’s 
shop on ground that would eventually be inside 
the fort on the south half of the parade ground; 
and worker’s barracks and a kitchen in the area 
that would eventually be the beach outside the 
Sally Port. By the end of September, three more 
temporary structures were complete; a bakery 
and storehouse on the future parade ground 
and a stable on the beach next to the kitchen 
and barracks (Figure 4). These temporary 
structures remained on site throughout the 
construction of the fort (except the storehouse, 
which burned in 1857 [Vinson 1992] and 
nearly set afl ame a more recently built lumber 
house [Bearss 1983]). The blacksmith shop 
and the bakery (along with a paint shop) were 
removed in 1870 because they had fallen into 
an irrecoverable state of disrepair. There were 
also a number of other frame buildings built 
throughout the 1850s on the sandy land south 
of the fort including hospitals for the soldiers 
and workman, a privately run shop, privies for 
the soldiers and workmen, barracks for soldiers 
and engineers, and a number of wharfs for re-
ceiving material and labor (Figure 5). Historic 
photographs of the parade ground also show 
numerous temporary frame sheds throughout 
the area. Annual reports to Washington written 
by the supervisory engineer consistently report 
that the carpenters were at work building and 
maintaining temporary structures (Bearss 
1983), but the documents do not reveal the 
function of these buildings or which were built 
at what time. Presumably, temporary frame 
structures were built on the parade ground 
as storage sheds and workspaces; sited for 
convenience during the construction of the 
individual permanent features of the fort. In 
the later years of the Army’s occupation of the 
fort, references were made to dilapidated and 
dirty temporary structures as possible agents of 
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Figure 3. Plans for the parade and fi rst tier of Fort Jefferson, as designed by the Board of Engineers in 
1887. These plans are little changed but more detailed than those originally approved in 1846. Struc-
tures highlighted in red were eventually constructed on the parade ground.
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frequent Yellow Fever outbreaks (Bearss 1983), 
indicating that these structures remained on 
site for some time. 
 With the original temporary structures 
completed and the workforce in place (ini-
tially mostly slaves hired from white owners 
in Key West and white laborers; later the Army 
employed civilian carpenters, blacksmiths, 
machinists, masons, and eventually the resident 
military prisoner population), work began 
on the counterscarp seawall and the original 
offi  cer’s quarters. The offi  cer’s quarters was 
the fi rst permanent building erected on the site 
by the Army, though only a 69-foot section of 
the structure, located on the east end of what 
is now the ruins of the offi  cer’s quarters and 
its kitchens, was built. This original portion of 
the structure and two of its kitchens were com-
pleted in 1848, but the foundation of the ex-
panded building we see in ruins today was not 
laid until 1862. After completing the majority 
of the counterscarp wall in 1855 (Vinson 1992), 
eff orts focused on raising the six bastions and 
then the casemated tiers of the fort.  Construc-
tion activity on the parade ground moved at a 
slower pace than that of the fort itself, though 
the grounds were signifi cantly altered by the 
movement of material for the construction of 
the bastions and casemates and the addition of 
vast quantities of fi ll sand necessary to increase 
the land mass of Garden Key. Only necessities 
were built within the parade ground before the 
fort was brought to its full height. A large con-
crete cistern for collecting rainwater was placed 
on the site of the proposed chapel and offi  ces 
in 1852; it was needed because the temporary 
wooden cisterns that were brought to the is-
land with the fi rst temporary structures were 
failing. The surface of the concrete cistern was 
intended to serve as the foundation of a chapel 
that was never built. Modernly retrofi tted, this 
cistern is still in use for rainwater collection at 
the fort today. A second masonry cistern was 
also installed in 1852 on the east side of the ex-
isting offi  cer’s quarters, where its ruins can still 
be seen on the ground surface today. The engi-
neer offi  cer’s quarters were completed in 1855 
(Bearss 1983). They were originally intended 

to function as the northern outbuildings of a 
never built complex comparable to the ruined 
offi  cer’s quarters to their northeast. Instead, 
this small section was completed and pressed 
into service as housing to accommodate the 
engineering officer’s need for living space 
separate from the soldiers and work crews.
 By 1862, the fort had reached its full height 
and had been partially armed in anticipation 
of capture attempts by Confederate forces 
(Anderson 1988). The fort was never captured, 
however, and because it stayed in Union hands 
construction was able to continue throughout 
the war. With the majority of the fortifi cations 
completed, construction goals shifted to the 
parade ground and the permanent structures 
visible today began to take shape. Foundations 
for the enlisted men’s barracks, the offi  cer’s 
quarters, and the two detached magazines 
were laid in 1862 (Vinson 1992). Construction 
of the hotshot furnace began in 1861 and was 
completed in 1862 (Bearss 1983). By 1865, 
the arched roof of the large magazine in the 
northeast quadrant of the parade ground was 
completed and the small magazine was near 
completion. Construction of the full-sized 
offi  cer’s quarters, the soldier’s barracks, and 
both buildings associated their kitchens and 
latrines continued throughout the war and 
after. They were substantially complete by the 
end of 1874, though neither building was ever 
completely fi nished and both were regularly 
damaged by hurricanes, necessitating recon-
struction eff orts almost continuously.  
 In the years following the Civil War, low 
congressional funding and a series of Yellow 
Fever outbreaks among the military prison-
ers and other residents slowed construction 
eff orts at the fort. In 1875, the Army fi nally 
abandoned the nearly complete fort and left 
it’s stewardship in the hands of the lighthouse 
keeper and several caretakers. In 1889, the U.S. 
Department of the Treasury utilized the fort 
and Tortugas harbor for the establishment of 
a quarantine hospital and as a quarantine sta-
tion for isolating ships before allowing them 
into U.S. ports. The Spanish American War 
encouraged the Army to re-occupy the fort in 
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Figure 4. Portion of an 1850 map of Garden Key showing completed and pending construction and the 
location of temporary structures (labeled in red) at Fort Jefferson.
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Figure 5. Map of Garden Key conditions in 1861. It shows the then current state of construction efforts 
at the fort as well as the planned locations of permanent structures and existing temporary structures 
(including the original lighthouse keeper’s quarters) at the fort in 1861.
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1898 and to lay a submarine telegraph cable 
from Key West to Garden Key in 1899. In 1900, 
the fort was formally turned over to the Navy 
who then proceeded to dredge the harbor and 
install a large coal refueling station outside the 
walls of the fort. Use as a coaling station con-
tinued until 1908, at which time the Tortugas 
reservation was turned over to the Department 
of Agriculture for use as a bird preserve. In 
1910, a hurricane destroyed what was left of the 
coaling station and damaged buildings on the 
fort’s parade ground. In 1912, fi re destroyed the 
lighthouse keeper’s residence and the interior 
of the enlisted men’s barracks, and in 1927 the 

interior of the offi  cer’s quarters also burned 
(Bethel 1979). After 1918, and until the fort was 
declared a National Monument in 1935, it was 
mostly neglected. The National Park Service 
assumed management of the fort in 1935 and 
over the next 70 years made modifi cations and 
additions to the fort’s water, electrical, sewer, 
and communications systems; and retrofi tted 
several of the casemates to serve as visitor 
service areas, residences for park staff , and 
facilities management workspaces. The burned 
ruins of the offi  cer’s quarters and soldier’s bar-
racks were razed to their foundations in 1962 
out of concern for safety.
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Archeological geophysical survey is most pro-
ductive when a combination of factors are in 
place. First, it is important to recognize what 
types of features may be buried in a project 
area and to determine a plan for recognizing 
these features within the noise generated from 
the natural geology of a site. Second, ground-
truthing excavation following a survey can help 
to identify unexplained anomalies and confi rm 
the identity of those that match expected pat-
terns for the predicted archeological features. 
Ground-truthing can also provide additional 
information about a site that can guide recali-
bration of geophysical instruments, or modifi -
cation of a survey technique, so that a re-survey 
of the project area may provide a more detailed 
picture of the subsurface. Unfortunately, ex-
cavation was not an option during this project 
so special attention was given to predicting the 
types of features that may be present in Fort 
Jeff erson’s parade ground prior to the start of 
the survey.
 Using the Denver Service Center’s elec-
tronic Technical Information Center (eTIC) 
and the DRTO archives at Everglades National 
Park (EVER), a collection of historic maps and 
photographs of Fort Jeff erson in various stages 
of construction were obtained for examina-
tion. Maps included those drawn as early as 
1849, displaying proposed locations for the 
fort and interior structures, and as late as the 
1960s showing modifi cations made by the NPS. 
Further scrutiny was applied to any map that 
showed the location of temporary structures 
during the construction era between 1849 
and 1875. Historic photographs of the parade 
ground were examined for evidence of extinct 
structures, footpaths, gardens, and smaller 
features that may not have been considered 
important enough to put on the offi  cial maps. 
Many of the photographs obtained were taken 

after 1875 because of the Army’s prohibition 
on photography inside the Third System forts 
under construction (Bearss 1983). 
 The historic maps obtained from eTIC 
were either downloaded as .tiff  (tag image fi le 
format) fi les or were converted to such so that 
they could be imported into a GIS. A modern 
USGS map showing the location of the fort was 
used as a base map and the historic images were 
stretched over the map using the locations of 
the bastion corners as reference points between 
the modern and historic maps. This is a process 
known as geo-rectifi cation and allows a historic 
map to be scaled, positioned, and oriented to 
a modern map so that the location of relict 
features on the older map can be referenced 
on the new map. The rectifi ed maps were then 
examined and the general locations of extinct 
structures and features were noted so that they 
could be sought in the GPR data during the 
survey. Features that were identifi ed on the 
maps which were hoped to be relocated during 
the survey included: 1) remains of the tempo-
rary buildings (lime house, blacksmith shop, 
carpenter’s shop, log barn, storehouse, and 
bake house); 2) the original lighthouse, keeper’s 
quarters house and outbuildings, the second 
keeper’s quarters home and outbuildings, and 
the Italy grave (belonging to the wife of one of 
the lighthouse keepers); and 3) evidence of 
the original distribution routes for construc-
tion material. Upon completion of the survey, 
and after a detailed map of the project area was 
constructed using GPS and total station data, 
the historic maps were re-rectifi ed using the 
more accurate project map. These maps were 
then used to help interpret the fi nal results of 
the GPR survey. The fi nal rectifi ed maps and 
modern feature shapefi les are provided in a 
digital format in Appendix 1.
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THE TEMPORARY STRUCTURES

Several maps were drawn in the early years of 
construction at Fort Jeff erson that show both 
the progress of construction of the permanent 
features of the fort and the locations of tem-
porary wooden frame buildings. The original 
temporary buildings show up on the early maps 
because they were specifi cally requested by the 
military engineers and constructed at govern-
ment expense. Later temporary structures 
were put up as needed and were not subject 
to oversight; therefore they usually did not ap-
pear in the project engineer’s maps that were 
prepared to document progress to Washington. 
The earliest map of Garden Key showing the 
locations of the original frame structures built 
was drawn on July 24, 1848 (10 months after 
the structures were built) (Figure 6). This map 
shows the existing temporary structures, the 
original lighthouse and lighthouse keeper’s 
quarters, as well as all of the proposed con-
struction at the fort. The map also shows the 
extent of Garden Key’s 1848 land mass at mean 
high and low tides. 
 As work progressed on the island more 
maps were drawn showing progress and future 
plans. An 1851 map displays a clearer view of 
the original temporary structures, as well as the 
location of the fi rst permanent part of the fort, 
the east end of the offi  cer’s quarters (Figure 
7). The map also shows Garden Key’s 1851 
high tide line and the extent of progress on 
the counterscarp wall. Figure 8 shows the con-
struction progress up to 1854. The temporary 
structures are still present and so is the original 
lighthouse keeper’s quarters, but changes since 
1851 include the construction of the masonry 
parade ground cisterns (in 1852) and the addi-
tion of massive amounts of sand that raised the 
parade ground and increased the overall size 
of the island. In 1861, the last map displaying 
locations of temporary structures was drawn 
(Figure 9). It shows all of the frame buildings 
that were present on the island in 1861 and in-
cludes all of the original temporary structures 
except the storehouse, which burned in 1857. 
Two new frame buildings replaced the store-
house on the parade ground and additional 

outbuildings are also shown in association with 
the original lighthouse keeper’s quarters (these 
may represent new structures or they may have 
not been included on the earlier maps because 
the keeper’s quarters was pre-existing on the 
island and not an Army construction). The 1861 
map also shows signifi cant growth of the camp 
outside the fort, indicative of the increased 
labor force and amplifi ed construction eff orts 
in the years leading up to the Civil War.

THE LIGHTHOUSE STATION

The fi rst structures built on Garden Key, the 
original lighthouse and keeper’s residence, 
were constructed in 1825 and remained present 
on the island throughout the construction of 
the fort. The original lighthouse was a masonry 
tower that stood just off  the southwest corner 
of the ruined soldier’s barracks. It was damaged 
in 1876 by a hurricane and was then removed 
and replaced with the iron harbor light present 
today above Bastion 6. The original keeper’s 
residence was a frame structure that was not 
the property nor the responsibility of the U.S. 
Army, but nevertheless showed up occasion-
ally on the construction maps of the fort (see 
Figure 6, Figure 8, and Figure 9). The building 
was a two story frame house that was fenced 
by the Army to protect it from construction 
activities. It was located only a few meters to the 
northeast of the sally port entrance to the fort 
(Figure 10). According to the 1861 conditions 
map of the fort (Figure 9) the original residence 
was associated with at least three outbuildings 
located immediately to its north. In 1872 a new 
wooden frame keeper’s residence was built 
slightly closer to the original lighthouse and 
further from the entrance to the fort. The new 
structure was larger, had full covered porches 
and was associated with a chicken house, a 
privy and a circular brick cistern (Figure 11 and 
Figure 12). The 1872 structure was removed 
after it burned in a fi re in 1912.
 Associated with the lighthouse station is the 
one grave known to exist on the parade ground 
of Fort Jeff erson. The “Italy” grave is believed to 
be the resting place of the wife of one of the last 
lighthouse keepers before the harbor light was 
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Figure 6. July, 1848 conditions on Garden Key. Showing the fi rst temporary structures built on the island, 
the original lighthouse and keeper’s quarters, mean high and low tides, and proposed construction 
not yet initiated. The historic map is displayed in association with the modern shoreline and currently 
existing features at the fort.
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Figure 7. Geo-rectifi ed version of a map depicting the conditions on Garden Key in 1850 (unmodifi ed 
version shown in Figure 4). This map provides sound positional information for relocating the tempo-
rary structures on the modern landscape.
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Figure 8. Geo-rectifi ed version of a map depicting the conditions on Garden Key in 1854. Shows the 
progression of construction on the counterscarp and scarp walls, the permanent cisterns, and the ex-
tent of sand fi lling that produced the full parade ground. The historic map is displayed in association 
with modern features of the island.
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Figure 9. Geo-rectifi ed version of a map depicting the progress of work at Fort Jefferson in 1861 (the 
unmodifi ed version is shown in Figure 5). 
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Figure 10. Pre-1872 image of the sally port entrance to Fort Jefferson’s 
parade ground. The original lighthouse keeper’s residence is partially 
visible on the left hand side of the image.

automated in 1912. The grave is located north 
of the keeper’s residence and southeast of the 
Major Smith Monument (Figure 13). It was 
well marked in 1937 when the National Park 
Service took over management of the island 
and was therefore included in the architectural 
drawings made of the fort in 1938. The wooden 
marker present in 1937 listed the year 1930, 
but that date likely refers to the year in which 
Cuban fi sherman erected the wooden cross 
for the unmarked burial, rather than the date 
of the actual interment. The grave continues to 
be displayed on more recent maps, which are 
built off  of earlier drawings, but it is no longer 
visible on the ground surface.

CONSTRUCTION DISTRIBUTION ROUTES

One additional map was located that was per-
tinent to the GPR survey. In 1861, a map was 
drawn highlighting the planned distribution 
routes for construction material at the fort. 
The map shows the route of entrance to the 
fort as well as the route of distribution around 
the parade ground to each of the large perma-

nent structures (Figure 14). The 
map indicates that a well used 
road may have surrounded the 
parade ground just inside the 
casemate walls. 

SUMMARY

There are a number of high-
quality historic maps and pho-
tographs of construction activi-
ties and historic conditions at 
Fort Jeff erson, several of which 
proved valuable in predicting 
the location or relict archeo-
logical and structural remains. 
The number of maps available 
speak both to the long con-
struction period at the fort as 
well as to the remoteness of the 
project. The maps used in the 
analysis above were all prepared 

by on-site military engineers for the benefi t of 
Congress and their superiors in Washington, 
who were not likely to ever visit the construc-
tion site, as they could at some of the more 
easily accessible Third System forts under 
construction elsewhere. Once coordinated 
with the modern ground surface using a GIS, 
the historic maps were used in an attempt to 
identify relict structures in the GPR data from 
the parade ground. As will be seen in the next 
chapter, this was accomplished with varying 
degrees of success. 
 Unfortunately, that engineer’s maps do not 
document the vast majority of historic impacts 
to the parade ground. EVER’s library of historic 
photos attest to this fact as they display nu-
merous walking paths and unidentifi ed frame 
structures, as well as fenced livestock pens and 
gardens throughout the parade ground. The 
GPR survey was well served by the identifi ca-
tion of several possible target anomalies gen-
erated from examination of the historic maps, 
but prior to the survey it was clear that a wide 
variety of unexpected targets were also likely 
to be encountered.
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Figure 11. Geo-rectifi ed version of an 1887 map of the second (1872-1912) lighthouse keeper’s resi-
dence. Modern features including the dock, fort entrance, and the ruins of the soldier’s barracks are 
visible as an overlay.
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Figure 12. Image of the west side of the 1872-1912 lighthouse keeper’s quarters. Cannonball lined 
trails can be seen running from the sally port (below frame of the image) to the offi cer’s quarters on 
the north side of the parade ground.

Figure 13. The Italy grave and Major Smith Monument in 1937. The grave is marked with a wooden 
cross on the right hand side of the image.
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Figure 14. Geo-rectifi ed map of the construction distribution routes at Fort Jefferson in 1861. Currently 
existing structural features are overlaid in red.
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Ground Penetrating Radar Survey

Traditional archeological spade and earth ex-
cavation is a time consuming, expensive, and 
destructive process, and unlike the early years 
of the science, today’s standards of cultural 
resource management lean toward preserva-
tion of archeological patrimony in place rather 
than removal via excavation. This evolution of 
thinking, and annual advances in computer 
processing power, have led an ever increasing 
number of archeologists toward geophysical 
survey techniques for conducting research at 
known archeological sites, and, more recently, 
for general site identifi cation (Johnson 2006). 
The fi rst use of archeological geophysics dates 
to the early 1950s when English archeologists 
began utilizing magnetometers to identify 
Roman pottery kilns (Aitken 1961). Magne-
tometer use increased in Europe upon the dis-
covery that the thermoremanent magnetism of 
burnt structures and naturally fi lled in ditches 
could be easily detected by the instruments 
(Clark 1990). Resistance meters, which can 
be used to map underground features with 
varying moisture contents, were also utilized 
early in the history of archeological geophysics. 
Resistance meters are particularly well suited 
to the mapping of underground walls, tombs, 
and cavities; which made them of great use 
when searching for buried Roman settlements 
(Aitken 1961). Magnetic and resistivity surveys 
continued to gain popularity in northern Eu-
rope throughout the 1960s and 70s and their 
success inspired experimentation with other 
geophysical prospecting techniques for ar-
cheology, such as magnetic susceptibility (Tite 
1972, Tite and Mullins 1971), thermal imaging 
(Scollar 1990), and ground penetrating radar 
(Bevan 1998).  
 Although the birth of archeological geo-
physics coincided perfectly with the early 
careers of the American “New Archeologists,” 

who were interested in hardening the sci-
ence behind archeological investigation, the 
popularity of geophysical survey in Europe 
did not immediately translate to North Ameri-
can archeologists. In Europe, the successes 
of geophysical prospecting were associated 
with monumental architecture, such as buried 
Roman villas, and comparable archeological 
features in North America are infrequent. As 
a result, many American archeologists experi-
mented with geophysics and received little use-
ful results, leading them to abandon the science 
decades ago. However, the practice grew in Eu-
rope and additional instruments and computer 
software packages were developed for dealing 
with the large amounts of data generated during 
geophysical surveys. These further develop-
ments have spurred a resurgence in archeologi-
cal geophysics in the United States over the past 
20 years. This has been particularly true in the 
case of ground penetrating radar, especially 
since several North American companies have 
begun to market GPR systems and software 
specifi cally to the needs of archeologists and 
forensic anthropologists.
 For all of the successes and advancements 
in archeological geophysics over the past half 
century, imaging of buried features can still 
be a diffi  cult task. In order for archeological 
features (or anomalies) to be detected, and 
be recognizable as archeological features and 
not natural disturbances, they must contrast 
in some way with the surrounding soil matrix. 
Unfortunately, geophysical instruments re-
spond to archeological and natural anomalies 
and, therefore, interpretation of geophysical 
survey results depends greatly on the recogni-
tion of patterns in the data that correspond 
to the expected form of an archeological 
feature. Often, if there is signifi cant “noise” 
in the form of chemical or physical variations 
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in the surrounding soil matrix, archeological 
features can be lost (Nickel 2003). In the case 
of GPR, ground conditions that are most con-
ducive (though not necessarily required) for 
successful anomaly recognition include dry, 
homogeneous, non-electrically conductive 
soils (Conyers and Goodman 1997) – much 
like the sandy soil that makes up Garden Key. 
Though the sand under Fort Jeff erson and its 
parade ground is particularly well suited for 
GPR survey, diffi  culty sorting historic anoma-
lies, natural tree roots, modern intrusions, and 
overlapping historic disturbances proved to be 
the challenge to this survey.
 GPR units operate by transmitting distinct 
pulses of radio energy from a surface antenna 
which are refl ected off  buried objects, features, 
or soil structures and then detected back at the 
surface by a second receiving antenna. GPR 
systems are capable of producing reliable three-
dimensional images of the subsurface because 
feature depth can be determined by measuring 
the round-trip travel time (in nanoseconds) 
of the radar pulse before it is recorded at the 
surface (Conyers 2006). GPR antennae operate 
on a variety of frequencies between 10 and 1600 
megahertz (MHz), though frequencies in the 
range of 250 to 400 MHz are most commonly 
utilized in archeological prospecting. Generally, 
the lower the antenna frequency, the greater the 
depth into the soil that features can be resolved. 
However, lower frequency antennae can only 
resolve very large objects and there is therefore 
a trade-off  between depth of penetration and 
detail of anomaly resolution. The survey at Fort 
Jeff erson utilized a 400 MHz antenna capable 
of resolving features measuring a minimum of 
50 centimeters in diameter to a depth of four 
meters in ideal situations. In practice, depth of 
penetration with a 400 MHz antenna is usually 
limited to about two meters because of varying 
physical  and  electrical  properties  of  the  
natural soil deposits. During the Fort Jeff erson 
survey the depth of penetration was limited 
approximately two meters.
 GPR surveys are conducted by moving the 
radar antennas along the ground surface in a 
series of linear transects making up a larger 

grid. Two dimensional profiles that display 
radar refl ections from the ground surface to 
the lowest level of radar penetration are re-
corded for each of the linear transects. After 
all of the adjacent transect profi les within a 
grid are collected, computerized software can 
be used to combine the profi les and correlate 
the features, allowing for the production of a 
three-dimensional cube displaying images of 
buried features and soil stratigraphy under the 
grid (Conyers 2006). That block can then be 
horizontally sliced at diff erent depths (or times 
in nanoseconds) to produce “time slice” maps 
displaying subsurface anomalies present at any 
depth below the ground surface (see Figure 15 
and Figure 16). 
 During the Fort Jefferson survey an ar-
bitrary grid was laid out in the fort’s parade 
ground with grid north oriented at 3.4 degrees 
west of true north. Grid north was established 
based upon the orientation of the western wall 
of the ruined soldier’s barracks. A total of 36 
GPR grids were established within the parade 
ground project area grid, but they were of vary-
ing sizes (Table 1) chosen to avoid obstacles 
such as trees, utilities, the Smith Monument 
and existing buildings. Some areas could not 
be surveyed because of the presence of such 
obstacles. Four additional grids were placed 
outside of the fort on the sandy land now en-
compassing the campground and picnic area. 
These four grids were oriented with their north 
edge along the brick seawall that makes up the 
southern wall of the moat. A fi nal grid was also 
placed in the fort’s fi rst tier above the cisterns 
located west of the park offi  ce (see Figure 2). 
The fi ve grids not located on the parade ground 
were laid out on a new project area grid with a 
coordinate system not correlated to the parade 
ground grid. The new project area grid was po-
sitioned so that grid east and west were oriented 
with the seawall outside the fort’s sally port 
and an arbitrary point located at the northeast 
corner of Grid 37 was selected as N 1000, E 
1000 (Table 2). In all of the grids, except the one 
placed in the fi rst tier, the transect spacing was 
one-half meter. Transect spacing in the fi rst tier 
grid was one-quarter meter. 
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Figure 15. GPR results from the complete survey inside and outside of the fort. This image represents 
radar results from a time slice averaged between 5.5 and 9.5 nanoseconds or approximately 30 to 50 
centimeters below the surface. The full scope of the project can be visualized, but detail is lost because 
of the image scale.
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Figure 16.  GPR results from the complete survey inside and outside of the fort. This image represents 
radar results from a time slice averaged between 9.5 and 17 nanoseconds or approximately 50 to 90 
centimeters below the surface.
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Table 1. Fort Jefferson Parade Ground GPR Grid Locations and Sizes. Corner locations of 
the ruined soldier’s barracks are also provided to allow for relocation of the grids in the 
future.

Northing Easting North East
1 1080 960 40 40
2 1120 956 48 22
3 1120 911 20 45
4 1080 920 40 40
5 1120 978 11 22
6 1127 1000 18 19
7 1100 1015 27 11
8 1073 1015 27 11
9 1046 1015 27 11

10 1019 1015 27 11
11 1004 1000 15 16
12 1061 960 19 40
13 1000 974 40 26
14 1015 957 32 17
15 1040 974 21 18
16 1040 920 40 40
17 1080 880 23 40
18 1103 880 17 40
19 1066 860 31 20
20 1040 880 40 40
21 1016 880 24 40
22 1000 896 16 24
23 1040 869 26 11
24 1000 842 40 20
25 1040 842 15 20
26 984 845 16 17
27 976 907 24 12
28 985 925 15 11
29 965 919 11 25
30 980 940 20 34
31 1026 920 14 40
32 1015 920 11 19
33 1010 920 5 19
34 1000 920 10 40
35 1010 939 3 21
36 1013 944 13 8

SW Corner NW Corner SE Corner NE Corner
N 1023.163 N 1126.568 N 1023.195 N 1126.545
E 1002.336 E 1001.864 E 1014.110 E 1013.445

Soldier's Barracks

SW Corner Coordinates Grid Size (Meters)
GPR Grid
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 Following data collection, each grid was 
subjected to a series of post processing steps 
using the software package Radan. These pro-
cessing steps are intended  to improve feature 
resolution, remove background noise, and 
accurately identify feature depth and size. The 
data was then exported to the contour mapping 
software program Surfer, in which additional 
refi nement could be made to further resolve 
some features and produce quality graphics.
 Because the survey area was exceedingly 
large (see Figure 2, Figure 15, and Figure 16), 
collections of several individual grids were 
combined into eight larger units referred to 
as quadrants to aid in the identification of 
anomalies that stretched across multiple survey 
grids. Seven of the quadrants were inside the 
parade ground, the eighth was made up of the 
grids placed outside the fort. The fi rst tier grid 
was examined alone. After data processing, 
the results of the survey were examined and 
geophysical anomalies were identifi ed; some of 
these anomalies remain unidentifi ed and others 
are presumed to be modern features, several 
of them have been tentatively identifi ed based 
upon their correlation with projected historic 
features gleaned from rectifi ed maps produced 
in the GIS exercise described in Chapter 2.

GPR QUADRANT 1: GRIDS 1, 4, 16, & 12

GPR Quadrant 1 is made up of three 40-by-
40-meter grids (Grids 1, 4, and 16) and one 
19-by-40-meter grid (Grid 12). It is located 
to the west of the north half of the ruins of 
the soldier’s barracks, and south of the large 
magazine and east end of the offi  cer’s quarters 
ruins (Figure 17). The examination of historic 

Table 2. GPR Grid Locations and Sizes of the Five Grids Established off of the Parade Ground.

maps did not reveal specifi c features expected 
to be present in Quadrant 1, but historic pho-
tographs indicated that evidence of extinct 
walking paths leading to the existing buildings 
could be identifi ed. It was also speculated that 
buried remnants of frame structures utilized 
during the construction of the soldier’s bar-
racks may be located.
 The GPR data from the near surface refl ec-
tion in Quadrant 1 shows a series of walking 
paths, three of which run in a northeast direc-
tion toward the offi  cer’s quarters (one of these 
three splits into two for a portion of the route), 
with another running west toward the soldier’s 
barracks. Two square shaped anomalies are 
present in the surface reflection associated 
with the paths. The clearer of the two is located 
east of the path leading to the east end of the 
offi  cer’s quarters. It measures approximately 
fi ve meters square, is centered on N 1108, E 954 
on the project grid, and is directly attached to 
the path (Figure 18). The anomaly’s function 
is unknown, but it may be the foundation of a 
small pavilion or storage platform. It is located 
immediately below the grass on the parade 
ground but is not apparent on the surface. The 
second anomaly associated with the paths is 
located in the center of the trail leading to the 
soldier’s barracks. It is also approximately 5 
meters square and is centered on N 1097, E 
970. This anomaly is somewhat more diffi  cult 
to distinguish in the near surface refl ection but 
becomes more apparent in the deeper time 
slices (see Figure 19 and Figure 21). It too has 
the appearance of a pavilion of some sort and 
is associated by with the soldier’s barracks by 
way of contact via the walkway, but its actual 
identity is unknown. In addition to the paths 

Northing Easting North East
37 970 970 30 30
38 970 940 30 30
39 1027 954 3.5 50
40 985 1043 15 20
41 965 930 35 10

SW Corner Coordinates Grid Size (Meters)
GPR Grid
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Figure 17. Location of GPR Quadrant 1.
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Figure 18. GPR time slice of Quadrant 1 from the near surface refl ections. Short dark lines in the central 
eastern edge of the quadrant represent missing data where collection was hindered by the presence 
of vegetation.
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and their associated features, part of a concrete 
foundation is visible in the southwest portion 
of Grid 12. This feature is part of a series of 
poured concrete foundations surrounding 
the Major Smith monument, they are partially 
exposed on the surface but also appear more 
clearly in the lower GPR time slices.
 As we move deeper below the parade 
ground and examine the radar data from 10 
centimeters below the ground surface, previ-
ously identifi ed anomalies become more clear 

and new features are identifi ed (Figure 19). At 
this depth, some segments of the trails identi-
fi ed in the near surface refl ection are still visible 
and a portion of the possible pavilion associ-
ated with the trail to the soldier’s barracks is 
made clear. There is also clear evidence of a 
PVC waterline that was recently buried across 
the parade ground, running from the mainte-
nance area in the southwest corner of the fort 
to the large magazine. Also visible is more of 
the surface-exposed concrete foundations in 
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the southern half of Grid 12. In the southwest 
corner of Quadrant 1, a large square-shaped 
anomaly is partially visible, extending into 
Quadrants 3 and 7, it appears to be a large 
modifi ed surface in the center of the parade 
ground. Evidence of a hard packed clay and 
sand surface associated with this anomaly is 
occasionally visible on the modern ground 
surface, as are small fragments of iron scrap and 
brick. The squared off  edges of this anomaly 
seem to indicate a constructed feature, as op-
posed to a surface that was naturally created 
through heavy foot and material traffi  c in the 

parade ground. There is no historic documen-
tation to support the previous existence of a 
parade ground structure large enough to have 
created this anomaly, but it may be associated 
with the gardens (built using soil brought from 
the mainland) and livestock pens known to 
have existed on the parade ground throughout 
the construction of the fort (Figure 20), or per-
haps with a prepared muster area for soldiers 
stationed at the fort.
 GPR data from a time slice of Quadrant 1 at 
48 centimeters below the surface is presented 
in Figure 21. Several new anomalies appeared 

Figure 19. GPR time slice of Quadrant 1 from 10 centimeters below the surface.
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Figure 20. Historic view of the parade ground facing northeast circa 1875. A fenced garden that may 
be the source of the large prepared surface anomaly in Quadrants 1, 3, and 7 is visible.

at this depth. In the northwest corner of the 
quadrant, three roughly circular anomalies 
are visible, one of which partially extends into 
Quadrant 2. These anomalies appear to be pit 
features and are probably fi lled with refuse and 
debris produced during the construction of 
the offi  cer’s quarters. In the southeast corner 
of the quadrant, in Grid 12, the full extent of 
the concrete foundations partially exposed 
on the ground surface is visible, as well as a 
rectangular area of high amplitude refl ection 
that may represent the fl oor of a temporary 
structure that was in use during the construc-
tion of the barracks (Figure 22), or a distur-
bance created during the staging of materials 
for this building. These two anomalies may be 
associated, or their adjacent locations may be a 
coincidence. Two other large amorphous areas 
of high amplitude refl ection are evident in the 
southwest portion of Quadrant 1, just off  the 
northeast corner of the large square-shaped 

anomaly identifi ed at 10 centimeters below the 
surface. The identity of these large anomalies 
is unknown. Other areas of high amplitude 
refl ection in the northern half of the quadrant 
may refl ect buried items, or physical variation 
in the subsurface soils. The small refl ections in 
the northeast portion of the quadrant, for ex-
ample, may indicate buried metal objects, and 
the more diff use refl ections in the northwest 
portion of the quadrant suggest variation in 
soil compaction.
 The last time slice provided for Quadrant 
1 is from 1.6 meters below the surface (Fig-
ure 23). In this image, a diff erent view of the 
large rectangular anomaly fi rst identifi ed at 10 
centimeters below the surface is visible. This 
buried surface, interpreted as either gardens, 
a livestock pen, or a muster area, is most likely 
not present at 1.6 meters below the surface, 
rather this is a refl ection produced after the 
radar signal has bounced  back  and  forth  from 
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Figure 21. GPR time slice of Quadrant 1 from 48 centimeters below the surface.
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the surface to the top of the anomaly several 
times before being recorded (when this occurs 
the instrument records the additional signal 
travel time as increased depth). The graphic is 
only presented because it provides a clear im-
age of the dimensions of the large rectangular 
feature.

GPR QUADRANT 2: GRIDS 2, 3, & 5

GPR Quadrant 2 is made up of three individual 
grids located north of Quadrant 1 and south 

and west of the large magazine (Figure 24). 
Quadrant 2 comprises GPR Grids 2, 3, and 5, 
measuring 48 meters north by 22 meters east, 20 
meters north by 45 meters east, and 11 meters 
north by 22 meters east respectively. GPR data 
collection in Grid 3 stopped along the southern 
wall of the ruins of the offi  cer’s quarters, result-
ing in no data collection from the northwest 
corner of Grid 3. Prior to the radar survey, it 
was expected that features associated with 
walking paths in front of the offi  cer’s quarters 
and large magazine would be encountered. It 
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Figure 22. Photo taken during the construction of the soldier’s barracks (circa 1862), facing southeast. 
Note the presence of the roofed structure and staged building materials.

was also hoped that evidence of the balconies 
and porches in front of the offi  cer’s quarters 
would be revealed.
 The GPR data from the near surface refl ec-
tion in Quadrant 2 showed no historic features 
of note (Figure 25). The modern (1963) brick 
path that circles the interior of the fort walls, 
is visible in the northeast corner of Grid 2 and 
evidence of shallow surface depressions are 
visible throughout the quadrant. 
 Figure 26 displays the radar data from a time 
slice cut at 45 centimeters below the ground 
surface. At that depth, it is possible to discern a 
relict path that ran in front of the offi  cer’s quar-
ters and then east across the south side of the 
powder magazine. It also appears possible that 
a smaller path forked southeast off  of the main 
route in the direction of the soldier’s barracks. 
What used to be the balconies and front porch 
of the offi  cer’s quarters is clearly visible in the 
data as an area of low amplitude (dark blue) 
data extending approximately nine meters from 

the southern wall of the ruined building. There 
is a great deal of apparent disturbance adjacent 
to the path south of the offi  cer’s quarters in the 
southwest corner of Grid 3. These refl ections 
are likely the result of ground disturbance as-
sociated with the construction of the building 
or day to day activities after the building was 
completed and occupied. In the northern 
portion of the quadrant, between the hot shot 
furnace and the large powder magazine, there 
are several large high amplitude refl ections, the 
nature of which are unknown. The anomalies 
may, however, represent activity areas or dumps 
of construction debris. 
 Moving deeper in Quadrant 2, most of the 
refl ections associated with the possible activity 
areas have disappeared by the time 91 centime-
ters of depth is reached (Figure 27), but several 
new anomalies have become visible. Two cir-
cular features are visible in the center of Grid 2 
which may represent pits, though their contents 
are unknown. A variety of other anomalies are 
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Figure 23. GPR time slice of Quadrant 1 from 1.6 meters below the surface. The linear banding present 
in the data is a result of interference from the park’s radio telephone system. This interference only 
effected the lower levels of the GPR’s penetration.
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also present adjacent to the hot shot furnace, 
south of the offi  cer’s quarters, and south of the 
large magazine. The source of these anomalies 
is unknown, but they likely represent buried 
construction debris.   
 The fi nal view presented of the GPR data 
from Quadrant 2 is from a depth of 1.13 meters 
below the ground surface (Figure 28). This 
graphic displays small remnants of the possible 
pit features originally identifi ed at 45 centime-

ters below the surface, as well as a continuation 
of some of the larger scattered anomalies from 
west of the hot shot furnace, south of the offi  -
cer’s quarters, and south of the large magazine. 
Any or all of these anomalies may be interesting 
historic features, particularly the anomalous 
area in the northeast corner of Grid 3, but they 
are unidentifi able from the radar data alone. Of 
particular interest at the 1.13 meter depth is a 
linear anomaly running about two meters away 
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Figure 24. Location of GPR Quadrant 2.
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Figure 26. GPR time slice of Quadrant 2 from 45 centimeters below the surface.

Figure 25. GPR time slice of Quadrant 2 from the near surface refl ections.
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Figure 27. GPR time slice of Quadrant 2 from 91 centimeters below the surface.
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Figure 28. GPR time slice of Quadrant 2 from 1.13 meters below the surface.
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from, and parallel with, 
the southern wall of the 
offi  cer’s quarters. This 
feature is no doubt a 
foundation component 
of the building’s original 
ground floor veranda/
patio. At N 1125, E 920 
meters on the project 
grid the linear anomaly 
can be seen to turn into 
the wall of the offi  cer’s 
quarters ruins. This in-
dicates that the linear 
anomaly is associated 
with the veranda and 
balconies of the original 
building (Figure 29), 
which was completed in 
1848, and not expanded 
to the size seen today until 1862. 

GPR QUADRANT 3: GRIDS 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, & 
23

GPR Quadrant 3 is made up of GPR grids 17 
through 21 and 23 (see Table 1) on the western 
side of the parade ground (Figure 30). The 
quadrant includes a variety of modern fea-
tures including two raised septic leach fi elds 
and several utility covers visible on the ground 
surface. In addition to the surface features, a 
pair of buried leach fi elds were known to be in 
the project area before the survey was begun. 
Historic features that were expected to be en-
countered during the survey included evidence 
of one of the original temporary structures, the 
storehouse that burned in 1857, and possibly 
other temporary structures built at later dates 
(see Figure 5).
 Figure 31 displays the GPR results from 
the near surface reflections in Quadrant 3. 
Several buried features are displayed as well 
as a number of features that are visible on the 
ground surface. The most prominent features 
displayed are the two sets of oval shaped septic 
leach fi elds in the center of the quadrant. The 
northern-most set are a recent construction 
in raised mounds on the parade ground, the 

southern set are a buried feature that cannot 
be seen on the surface. It is possible to see 
the utility covers associated with each of the 
interior pipes of the leach fi elds on the north 
end of the raised beds. Besides the leach fi elds, 
three relict walkways can also be distinguished. 
The southernmost of the three paths identi-
fi ed in Figure 31 is possibly a modern feature 
associated with traffi  c in and out of the NPS 
maintenance area. The other two paths marked 
in the northern portion of the quadrant are 
historic walkways which lead from the front 
porch of the engineering offi  cer’s quarters to 
the offi  cer’s quarters, and from the offi  cer’s 
quarters toward the sally port of the fort (con-
necting to the westernmost path displayed in 
the surface data from Quadrant 1). A portion of 
the path leading from the engineering offi  cer’s 
quarters can be seen coming into contact with 
the northern edge of the raised leach fi eld beds. 
This path was archeologically investigated in 
2003 by SEAC after construction of the leach 
fi eld inadvertently exposed a portion of it (per-
sonal communication, Margo Schwadron 2007, 
SEAC Accession 1842). The 2003 archeological 
investigations uncovered a portion of the path 
and determined that it was lined with brick 
and plastered across its surface (Figure 32). 
Also visible in the near surface refl ection is a 

Figure 29. Historic view of the parade ground facing northeast. Image in-
cludes the original extent of the offi cer’s quarters before it was expanded 
in 1862.
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Figure 30. Location of GPR Quadrant 3.
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Figure 31. GPR time slice of Quadrant 3 from the near surface refl ections.
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Figure 32. An excavated (2003) portion of the brick lined 
path running from the engineering offi cer’s quarters to 
the offi cer’s quarters. Photo facing west.

dark, low amplitude area on the west side of 
Grid 20 and the northwest corner of Grid 21 
that corresponds with the large rectangular 
anomaly from Quadrant 1 that was inter-
preted as a buried surface associated with 
gardens, livestock pens, or a muster area. 
Finally, a buried septic tank with two utility 
lines leading away from it can also be seen 
in the southern portion of the quadrant.
 The time slice from 30 centimeters be-
low the surface of Quadrant 3 (Figure 33) 
clarifi es some of the surface features and 
exposes several new anomalies. The domi-
nant features are still the two sets of leach 
fi elds, and it is now possible to identify the 
individual pipes within the two raised beds. 
A roughly rectangular shaped anomaly 
measuring three meters by four meters is 
centered on N 1079, E 901, just northeast 
of the northern buried leach field. This 
anomaly may be a modern utility feature 
associated with the leach fi eld, or a poten-
tial historic feature of unknown origin. A 
similar, slightly larger (six by fi ve meters), 
anomaly is centered on N 1100, E 902. This 
anomaly may also be either a modern util-
ity associated with the septic fi elds, or an 
unidentifi ed historic feature. The PVC water 
pipe fi rst identifi ed in Quadrant 1 can also be 
seen in Figure 33 extending to the northeast 
from the northeast corner of the southernmost 
leach fi eld. The western portion of Quadrant 
3 is dominated by north/south running util-
ity lines, three of which are easily identifi able 
(probably iron pipes) at 30 centimeters below 
the surface. On the far western edge of the 
quadrant a band of high amplitude refl ection 
is indicative of a trench, or series of adjacent 
trenches, that holds additional utilities that will 
become visible at a lower depth. A southeast 
oriented spur off  of this trench feature appears 
to represent disturbance associated with more 
linear utilities running to the new, northern 
set, of leach beds. In the southern portion of 
the quadrant the buried tank identifi ed in the 
near surface refl ection has become more clearly 
visible, though the two utility lines running to 
its southwest corner are less apparent.

 The fi nal anomaly identifi ed in Quadrant 3 
at 30 centimeters below the surface is centered 
on N 1036, E 912 and is the most historically 
promising feature in the data set. It is roughly 
rectangular and corresponds in general size 
and orientation to the expected form of the 
temporary storehouse that burned in 1857. 
This particular anomaly is better visualized at 
a slightly deeper depth (Figure 34).
 There are several anomalies in the GPR data 
from 67 centimeters below the ground surface 
of Quadrant 3 (Figure 34). At this depth it is 
possible to see the moisture associated with the 
newer, active, leach fi elds. The leaching water is 
visible as a high amplitude refl ection under the 
raised beds’ pipes, and it is possible that either 
the beds are not distributing the water equally, 
as the wettest area is in the southern half of 
the western bed, or some variation in the soil 
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Figure 33. GPR time slice of Quadrant 3 from 30 centimeters below the surface.
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Figure 34. GPR time slice of Quadrant 3 from 67 centimeters below the surface.
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around that part of the leach fi eld allows it to 
hold more moisture than the surrounding area. 
Another modern linear utility is visible at this 
depth in the southwest corner of Grid 21 run-
ning in a southeast direction from E 880 to E 
885. In the west central portion of the quadrant 
there is an unknown anomaly that appears to 
be roughly circular in shape and may be a shal-
low pit feature. The primary feature of interest 
at this depth is the rectangular anomaly in the 
in the southeast corner of the quadrant. This is 
the same anomaly identifi ed at 30 centimeters 
below the ground surface, but at this increased 
depth its shape is more clear. It appears to be 
a buried surface and may represent the partial 
fl oor of the temporary frame storehouse. Im-
mediately adjacent to the rectangular feature 
are fi ve parallel linear anomalies generated by 
perforated PVC pipes attached to the septic 
tank visible in Figure 33. These pipes and the 
tank are part of a now defunct sanitary sewer 
system installed in the early 1980s. 
 The fi nal data view presented for Quad-
rant 3 is from 1.27 meters below the ground 
surface (Figure 35). At this depth, the bases of 
the two rectangular features (fi rst identifi ed at 
30 centimeters) off  the northeast corner of the 
northern leach fi eld and the northwest corner 
of the southern leach fi eld can be seen. Some 
of the north/south running linear utilities in 
the trench on the western edge of the quadrant 
are also visible. Lastly, an area of reverberated 
high amplitude refl ection associated with the 
large buried surface in the center of the parade 
ground was recorded at this depth.

GPR QUADRANT 4: GRIDS 24, 25, & 26

GPR Quadrant 4 is made up of three GPR grids 
(24, 25, and 26) that are isolated from the rest 
of the parade ground survey, but still placed 
on the same overall project area grid (see Table 
1). The quadrant is located south of the engi-
neering offi  cer’s quarters and east of the NPS 
maintenance area occupying the fi rst tier on 
the west side of the fort (Figure 36). By the late 
1860s, at least one large temporary structure 
that was used as a lumber shed (Bethel 1979) 
had been built in Quadrant 4  (Figure 37), and 

other activities may have taken place in the area 
prior to that time. However, the area has been 
heavily impacted by the installation of buried 
utility systems since the National Park Service 
assumed management of the fort, and prior to 
the survey it was unknown if any portion of 
Quadrant 4 would be found free of modern 
impacts.
 After processing the GPR data from 
Quadrant 4 it was clear that no portion of the 
quadrant was unimpacted by modern utilities. 
Figure 38 presents the near surface results and 
data from a slice cut at 30 centimeters below 
the surface. In the image, a number of utilities 
can be seen running north/south along with 
a rectangular tank serviced by a buried pipe 
running toward the northeast corner of the 
quadrant. The only features not attributable to 
modern utilities are the low amplitude refl ec-
tions from the existing 1963 brick paved path 
in the southwest corner of the quadrant and the 
brick patio outside the entrance to the mainte-
nance workshop on the west side (both visible 
in the surface refl ection). Figure 39 shows two 
deeper time slices from Quadrant 4. In the 54 
centimeter slice, more utilities become exposed 
in the east central portion of the quadrant. 
In the lowest slice presented, 71 centimeters 
below the ground surface, it is possible to see 
the deepest utility lines and refl ections from the 
bases of several trenches that the other lines 
sit inside of. There were no anomalies identi-
fi ed in Quadrant 4 that resemble the expected 
form of a foundation for the lumber shed or 
any other historic feature. The number and 
pervasiveness of modern features buried in 
the quadrant suggests that if historic features 
had been present in this portion of the parade 
ground; little remains of them now. 

GPR QUADRANT 5: GRIDS 11, 13, 14, & 15

Quadrant 5 was made up of four individual 
GPR grids of various sizes (see Table 1) located 
in the southeast portion of the parade ground 
to the south and southeast of the soldier’s bar-
racks (Figure 40). It was hoped that surveying 
this portion of the parade ground would reveal 
archeological remains associated with the Italy 
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Figure 35. GPR time slice of Quadrant 3 from 1.27 meters below the surface.
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Figure 36. Location of GPR Quadrant 4.
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Figure 37. View of the southwest portion of the Fort Jefferson parade ground from the late 1860s. 
Image facing northeast. The brick engineering offi cer’s quarters are in the background and the long 
frame building is a lumber shed.

grave, the foundation of the original lighthouse, 
the second lighthouse keeper’s quarters and its 
associated outbuildings including a privy and 
chicken house, outbuildings associated with 
the fi rst lighthouse keeper’s quarters, and the 
possible material distribution road that par-
tially circled the parade ground. 
 The near surface results of the GPR survey 
of Quadrant 5 are displayed in Figure 41. Sever-
al anomalies are readily apparent in the graphic. 
Three of the anomalies encountered are fully 
or partially visible on the modern ground sur-
face, including the brick paved walkway in the 
southeast corner of the quadrant; the concrete 
foundation remains east of the Major Smith 
Monument; and a portion of the 1825 light-
house foundation, the surface of which has 
been plastered with concrete and is partially 
exposed. The relict path leading to the offi  cer’s 
quarters and connecting with a walk identifi ed 
in Quadrant 1, and the two circular anomalies 

in the west half of the quadrant are not visible 
on the modern ground surface. The northern-
most of the two circular anomalies (at N 1045, 
E 977) is likely a refl ection associated with the 
Italy grave, as it is a strong refl ector positioned 
in the exact location indicated maps drawn of 
the fort when the grave was still marked on the 
surface. However, the deeper time slices do not 
continue to display an anomaly in this area, as 
would be expected if the grave had been dug 
to a reasonable depth (though if the body was 
not placed in a casket there may be very little 
variation in the soil matrix surrounding the 
grave and such a burial could be missed). The 
actual surface anomaly recorded for the grave 
may be associated with the remains of the 
above ground treatment applied to the grave 
site by Cuban fi sherman who, in 1930, found 
the unmarked grave unacceptable and built 
wooden framing around the grave outline and 
placed a wooden marker above it. The second 
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Figure 38. GPR time slices of Quadrant 4 from the near surface (left) and from 30 centimeters (right) 
below the surface.
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circular anomaly; centered at N 1029, E 965; is 
of unknown origin but may represent a surface 
depression or be associated with tree roots 
from an adjacent bush. Also present in the data 
is a large area of high amplitude refl ection sur-
rounding the southern portion of the soldier’s 
barracks and the 1825 lighthouse. This anomaly 
is probably a result of variation in compaction 

and content of the near surface soils associated 
with a high activity area around the lighthouse 
and barracks.
 Moving to a depth only a few inches be-
low the ground surface reveals quite a bit of 
variation in the radar results from Quadrant 5. 
Figure 42 shows the time slice from 15 centi-
meters below the ground surface and reveals 
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Figure 39. GPR time slices of Quadrant 4 from 54 centimeters (left)  and 71 centimeters (right) below 
the surface.
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Figure 40. Location of GPR Quadrant 5.
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Figure 41. GPR time slice of Quadrant 5 from the near surface refl ections.
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several new anomalies. In the southeast corner 
of the quadrant, south of the soldier’s barracks, 
it is possible to see the remains of a relict road, 
presumably a portion of the material distribu-
tion route that brought building supplies from 
the sally port to the construction site of the 
soldier’s barracks. The concrete foundations 
partially exposed on the surface east of the 
Smith monument are more clearly visible at this 
depth. There are also a number of small high 

amplitude refl ections scattered throughout the 
center of the quadrant and around the founda-
tion of Garden Key’s original lighthouse; they 
are of unknown origin, but are presumably 
associated with the high activity area surround-
ing the structures in this corner of the parade 
ground. Along the southern edge of the quad-
rant there are two particularly large anomalies 
that may represent buried debris or some type 
of ground disturbance. 
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Figure 42. GPR time slice of Quadrant 5 from 15 centimeters below the surface.
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 At a depth of 50 centimeters below ground 
surface, some refl ection associated with the 
distribution road is still present but most of 
the high amplitude refl ectors scattered around 
the lighthouse foundation and the soldier’s 
barracks are no longer apparent. In their place, 
two clear but amorphous anomalous areas 
are visible (Figure 43). These two regions of 
subtle refl ection are located in the middle and 
northeast  corner of Grid 13, and may be associ-

ated with prepared surfaces or may represent 
variations in soil compaction or chemistry 
resulting from previous positioning under or 
around historic structures. The anomaly in 
the center of Grid 13 is centered on N 1019, 
E 986 and measures approximately 10 meters 
square. This is roughly the size of the second 
lighthouse keepers quarters, though the GIS 
map geo-rectifi cation exercise predicted this 
structure’s location would be further south in 
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Grid 13, with the fenced area surrounding the 
chicken house and privy instead appearing in 
this location (see Figure 11). The anomaly in 
the northeast corner of Grid 13 is centered 
at N 1034, E 992 and measures roughly fi ve 
meters square. There was no expectation of a 
structure in this area, but if the central anomaly 
identifi es the location of the second keeper’s 
quarters, then this anomaly may be indicative 
of the fenced area and outbuildings. 

Figure 43. GPR time slice of Quadrant 5 from 50 centimeters below the surface.

 Moving still deeper into the soil, another 
anomaly is revealed that may indicate a diff er-
ent location for lighthouse keeper’s outbuild-
ings. At 65 centimeters below the ground sur-
face the refl ection of a buried pit is revealed in 
the northern central portion of Grid 13 (Figure 
44). Centered on N 1036, E 984.5 the pit fea-
ture measures two meters in diameter and may 
represent the remains of a shallow privy shaft. 
Other refl ectors are present approximately 10 
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meters west of the pit feature that could rep-
resent the remains of the other outbuildings 
associated with the second keeper’s quarters. 
Unfortunately, since this pit does not corre-
spond with either of the anomalies identifi ed 
15 centimeters higher, nor with the expected 
location of the privy based upon the historic 
map study, it is not possible to conclusively 
identify it as the privy without ground truthing 
through excavation. 
 One fi nal view of the radar data from 1.34 

Figure 44. GPR time slice of Quadrant 5 from 65 centimeters below the surface.
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meters below the surface is presented in Figure 
45. The high amplitude refl ections that cover 
much of this graphic are most likely associated 
with the interface of ground water. However, 
the fi gure is presented to illustrate the existence 
of a rectangular shaped low amplitude area in 
the southwest corner of the quadrant. This 
anomaly may be associated with the foundation 
or fl oor of one of the outbuildings north of the 
original keeper’s quarters visible on the 1861 
Garden Key conditions map (see Figure 9).
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Figure 45. GPR time slice of Quadrant 5 from 1.34 meters below the surface.

GPR QUADRANT 6: GRIDS 6, 7, 8, 9, & 10

Quadrant 6 (Figure 46) is made up of four GPR 
grids east of the soldier’s barracks (Grids 7-10) 
and one grid north of the barracks and east of 
the large powder magazine (Grid 6). Table 1 
lists the sizes and project grid locations of each 
of the individual grids in Quadrant 6. The only 
anomalies expected to be identifi ed in Quad-
rant 6 were those associated with subsurface 
remains of the barrack’s kitchens. The concrete 

foundation of the second kitchen from the 
south (in GPR Grid 9) remains on the ground 
surface along with bases of the brick chimneys 
from the northern two kitchens in Grids 7 and 
8. No other kitchen remains are present above 
the ground. 
 Figure 47 presents the Quadrant 6 GPR re-
sults from the near surface and from a depth of 
31 centimeters. In the near surface refl ection, it 
is possible to see the modern brick paved path 
running north/south along the eastern side of 
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Figure 46. Location of GPR Quadrant 6.
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Figure 47. GPR time slices of Quadrant 6 from the near surface (left) and from 31 centimeters below 
the surface (right).
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Figure 48. GPR time slices of Quadrant 6 from 54 centimeters (left) and from 65 centimeters (right) 
below the surface.
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the quadrant, as well as a low amplitude refl ec-
tion of the existing concrete kitchen foundation 
in Grid 9. Several areas of high amplitude re-
fl ection throughout the near surface time slice 
are most likely associated with slight depres-
sions of the ground surface. At 31 centimeters 
below the ground surface the refl ection of the 
brick-paved path, though broken, is still visible, 
and the one existing kitchen foundation still 
persists as well. Also present are refl ections 
associated with the existing brick chimneys in 
Grids 7 and 8, and two possible pipes running 
from the barracks toward the casemates on the 
east side of the fort. However, no evidence of 
the completely demolished kitchens, other than 
the two existing chimneys, is present.
 Moving deeper into the ground, Figure 
48 displays the radar results from 54 and 65 
centimeters below the ground surface. In both 
views, it is still possible to see portions of the 
brick path and a well defi ned refl ection from 
the existing kitchen foundation, but there is no 
sign of remains associated with the other three 
kitchens. What has appeared are three roughly 
rectangular shaped anomalies in the central 
portion of the quadrant in the area between 
the two sets of kitchens. There are no known 
historic features or structures to explain these 
anomalies; they remain unidentifi ed pending 
ground truthing excavation. Figure 48 also 
displays several amorphous high amplitude 
anomalies on the east side of the large powder 
magazine. These features may be evidence of 
a disturbed buried ground surface associated 
with activity around the magazine, or they 
could represent buried debris associated with 
the construction of the magazine. 

GPR QUADRANT 7: GRIDS 21, 22, 27, 28, 29, 30, 
31, 32, 33, 34, 35, & 36

The fi nal GPR quadrant from the fort’s pa-
rade ground includes 12 individual GPR grids 
of various sizes (see Table 1). Most of these 
grids are small because they were designed 
and placed in order to cover as much ground 
surface between trees and other obstacles as 
possible (Figure 49). The trees and vegetation 

are also responsible for the missing data gaps in 
the quadrant. One of the GPR grids in Quad-
rant 7, Grid 21, was also displayed as a part of 
Quadrant 3. It is unfortunate that Quadrant 7 
had to be collected piecemeal and that there 
were areas that could not be surveyed, because 
several interesting historic features dating to 
the early construction period at the fort may 
be present in the area, including the carpenter’s 
shop, the lime house, the blacksmith shop, the 
fi rst storehouse, and the original lighthouse 
keeper’s quarters.
 The fi rst time slice presented for Quad-
rant 7 is the near surface data (Figure 50). In 
this fi gure, a path can be seen leading from 
the sally port toward the maintenance area  in 
the western casemates of the fort. This may 
evidence a relict path or it may be a soil com-
paction feature associated with modern vehicle 
movement. Portions of a second path can also 
be seen running north from the sally port to-
ward the offi  cer’s quarters; this path connects 
with one originally identifi ed in Quadrant 1. A 
portion of the expanded brick pavement can 
be seen around the interior of the sally port 
in the southeast corner of the quadrant; the 
pavement is surrounded by an area of moderate 
amplitude refl ection associated with foot traffi  c 
from visitors entering the fort. Modern utility 
lines leading to a buried tank are also visible in 
the northwest corner of the quadrant. 
 Two anomalies are present in Figure 50 that 
may be associated with historic features. The 
fi rst is a high amplitude refl ection measuring 
approximately fi ve meters square and centered 
on N 988, E 918 on the project grid. This anom-
aly shares the predicted location, orientation, 
and approximate size of the blacksmith shop 
that was built in 1847 and remained in use until 
its removal in 1870. The second anomaly of in-
terest is a circular feature measuring two meters 
in diameter centered on N 1003.5, E 957.5. The 
identity of this anomaly is unknown, but it may 
be related to the outbuildings that surrounded 
the fi rst lighthouse keeper’s quarters. It has the 
appearance of a privy or cistern, but no such 
features were identifi ed on any of the historic 
maps.  
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Figure 49. Location of GPR Quadrant 7.
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Figure 50. GPR time slice of Quadrant 7 from the near surface refl ections. The dark bands in GPR Grids 
30 and 33 represent missing data where collection was hindered by the presence of vegetation.
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 In Figure 51, the radar data from 25 centi-
meters below the ground surface of Quadrant 7 
are displayed. Two buried utility lines are pres-
ent, one in the southeast corner of the quadrant 
that runs from under the park offi  ce casemate 
toward the Audubon Fountain and a less 
distinct one in the southwest corner running 
north/south. A clearer view of the buried tank 
in the northwest corner of the quadrant is also 
visible at this depth. The possible pit feature 
identifi ed in the surface refl ection at N 1003.5, 
E 957.5 is still present at 25 centimeters of 
depth, but the high amplitude refl ection noted 
in the expected location of the blacksmith shop 
has vanished. In the southwest and northwest 
corners of the quadrant there is high ampli-
tude noise associated with modern foot traffi  c 

from park visitors and historic foot traffi  c on 
the path to the offi  cer’s quarters, respectively. 
In the north central portion of the quadrant 
(between N 1010 and 1030, and E 900 to 945) 
there are some amorphous reflections that 
may be associated with historic features. The 
historic maps indicate that the carpenter’s shop 
and a portion of the lime house and storehouse 
would be present in this area. There are no 
patterns in the refl ections that would indicate 
intact foundations of these buildings at this 
level, but the amorphous refl ections could be 
indicative of activities associated with these 
buildings. The fi nal anomaly of note in Figure 
51 is a rectangular shaped low amplitude area 
in the southwest corner of the quadrant span-
ning GPR grids 27 and 29. This anomaly may 
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Figure 51. GPR time slice of Quadrant 7 from 25 centimeters below the surface.
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be associated with soil chemistry or moisture 
content and could represent either a modern 
or historic ground disturbance.
 The fi nal view of the GPR data from Quad-
rant 7 is from 50 centimeters below the surface 
and is presented in Figure 52. Reverberated 
refl ections of the near surface walking paths 
and a continuation from the levels above of the 
possible pit feature and the utility line running 
to the Audubon Fountain can be seen at this 
depth. There is a new anomaly present in the 
southwest corner of Grid 21 at N 1019, E 882; 
its identity is unknown, but it is located below 
two utility lines running to the buried tank and 
may be a modern disturbance. The most obvi-
ous feature in the 50 centimeter time slice is a 
strong high amplitude area on the west side of 
the quadrant in opposition to the low ampli-

tude areas on the east and south sides. There 
do not appear to be any discernible features or 
patterns within either the low or the high am-
plitude areas, but the variation is likely attrib-
utable to the activities around the temporary 
structures and the material left behind by such 
activities, such as lime and metallic debris.

GPR QUADRANT 8: OUTSIDE THE PARADE GROUND, 
GRIDS 37, 38, 39, 40, & 41

In addition to the GPR data collected within 
Fort Jefferson’s parade ground, four grids 
(Grids 37, 38, 40, and 41) were laid out in the 
picnic and camping area outside the fort, south 
of the sally port. A single grid (Grid 39) was also 
placed inside of the fi rst tier casemates west of 
the park offi  ce and east of Bastion 1 (Figure 53) 
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Figure 52. GPR time slice of Quadrant 7 from 50 centimeters below the surface.
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(see Table 2). Survey of the four grids estab-
lished on the beach was intended to determine 
whether any historic remains of structures as-
sociated with the fort’s original construction 
camp or later use as a coaling station could be 
identifi ed with the GPR. Presumably though, 
any such features that had not been physically 
removed had likely been lost to erosion some 
time ago. The single grid placed inside the fi rst 
tier was established as a test to determine if 
the GPR could penetrate the stone, brick, and 
concrete of the casemate fl oor and image any of 
the construction features of the cisterns buried 
below the fort.  
 Results from the near surface data set col-
lected from the four grids on the beach south 
of the fort (Quadrant 8) are presented in Figure 
54. Several anomalies were encountered in the 

surface data including a footpath visible on the 
surface in Grids 37 and a vehicle path visible on 
the surface of Grid 40, as well as a refl ection 
associated with a tree stump in Grid 38. The 
only anomaly of historic interest is associated 
with the remains of a concrete foundation in 
the northwest portion of the quadrant. The 
concrete is partially visible on the surface and 
represents a building foundation partially re-
moved by the NPS in 1940 (the rectangular por-
tion of the anomaly) and a portion of a concrete 
cistern wall (the angled feature slightly south of 
the rectangular foundation). The 1861 map of 
the fort displayed in Figure 5 shows a building 
in the same location as the concrete foundation 
and identifi ed it as one of the structures used as 
barracks for the engineer workmen. However, 
given the number of buildings that were erected 
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Figure 53. Location of the fi ve GPR grids established outside Fort Jefferson’s parade ground.
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Figure 54. GPR time slice of Quadrant 8 from the near surface refl ections. The amplitude variation be-
tween Grid 37 and the rest of the quadrant is the result of a rain shower that occurred after GPR data 
was collected in Grid 37 and before the rest of the quadrant was collected.
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outside the fort during the military occupation 
of Garden Key, the concrete foundation may 
also be part of a structure built at a later date.
 A number of modern features are exposed 
at a depth of 30 centimeters below the ground 
surface of Quadrant 8 (Figure 55). Three util-
ity lines crossing Grid 37 and running into 
Grid 38 can be seen, as well as a circular leach 
fi eld and hexagonal septic tank, both of which 
presumably serviced a comfort station that 
was, until recently, present on the dock. The 
comfort station was damaged by storms and 

removed and replaced with chemical toilets 
in the campground. Finally, there are several 
anomalies present in Grid 40 on the eastern 
side of the quadrant, but they show no pattern 
indicative of their identity and would require 
excavation to identify.
 Moving eleven centimeters deeper pro-
vides a better visualization of some of the radar 
anomalies present in Quadrant 8. In Figure 56, 
the refl ections associated with the septic tank 
and leach fi eld are more clear, as is the large 
buried utility running to the southeast across 

Figure 55. GPR time slice of Quadrant 8 from 30 centimeters below the surface.
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Grids 37 and 38, presumably toward a large 
utility junction box present off  the southeast 
corner of Grid 41. Once again, there are no ob-
vious indicators of historic features in the data, 
only evidence of modern disturbances. Howev-
er, there are several unidentifi ed anomalies on 
the east side of the quadrant in an area that was 
once part of the fort’s construction village and 
held several frame barracks buildings, privies, 
and kitchens. None of the anomalies identifi ed 
appear to represent complete building founda-
tions but they may be associated with debris 
or fragmented structure foundations that have 
been impacted by erosion and modern utility 
installation.
 The fi nal GPR results to examine are those 
from Grid 39, located within the fi rst tier case-
mates of the fort. This grid was placed on the 
same project area grid as the other extra-parade 
ground grids (see Table 2), but the collection 
traverses were spaced at 25 centimeters, rather 

Figure 56. GPR time slice of Quadrant 8 from 41 centimeters below the surface.

than the 50-centimeter transect interval that 
all of the other grids were collected with. The 
grid was established to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the GPR over the substrate below 
the fort. Two views of the GPR data from Grid 
39 are presented below. Figure 57 shows the 
results from a depth of 56 centimeters below 
the ground. The graphic shows a series of half 
moon shaped refl ections associated with the 
cannon traversing rails installed along the fl oor 
of the casemates. From the radar results it ap-
pears as though each rail is supported by three 
square blocks that diff er from the surrounding 
substrate. Presumably, a material stronger than 
that used for the rest of the casemate fl oor was 
placed below the rails to support the weight of 
the guns. Moving deeper below the casemate 
fl oor, Figure 58 displays a view of the radar data 
at 1.68 meters. At this level anomalies associ-
ated with the cistern voids can be seen below 
the support columns of the casemate walls.
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Figure 57. GPR time slice of Grid 39 from 56 centimeters below the surface. 

Figure 58. GPR time slice of Grid 39 from 1.68 meters below the surface.
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In December of 2006, SEAC conducted a 
ground penetrating radar survey of the parade 
ground and selected exterior areas at Fort Jef-
ferson National Monument. During the survey, 
numerous buried anomalies were encountered, 
including modern utilities and disturbances, 
interpretable historic features, and unidentifi ed 
anomalies of potentially historic origin. 
 Prior to conducting the survey, a series of 
historic maps displaying the locations of now 
extinct structures on the parade ground were 
digitized into a GIS to provide some guidance 
on the identifi cation of GPR anomalies. Several 
GPR anomalies identifi ed during the survey 
appear to correlate with the historic map data, 
including a buried materials distribution road 
south of the soldier’s barracks (Figure 59), the 
possible foundation remains of an 1847-1857 
storehouse (Figure 60), anomalies possibly as-
sociated with the 1847 carpenter’s shop and 
lime house (Figure 60), a near surface anomaly 
possibly associated with the original blacksmith 
shop (Figure 61), foundation remains outside 
the fort possibly associated with the engineer 
workman’s barracks (Figure 62), and the 
foundation remains of Garden Key’s original 
lighthouse (Figure 63). Anomalies possibly as-
sociated with structures displayed on an 1887 
map of the lighthouse keeper’s quarters were 
also located, but if so, the accuracy of this 
particular historic map is signifi cantly compro-
mised (Figure 64). 
 Several identifi able historic features not 
present on the maps were also encountered. 
The most signifi cant of these features were 
the walking paths that were found through-
out the parade ground (Figure 65). Historic 
photographs indicate that these paths were 
once lined with cannonballs, and previous 
archeological investigation found that the 
surfaces of the paths were plastered and the 

edges were lined with bricks. The absence of 
these bricks in historic photographs showing 
the cannonball lined trails indicate that the 
bricks are a later addition put in place after the 
cannonballs were removed. The buried brick 
linings are known to exist along the path lead-
ing from the engineering offi  cer’s quarters to 
the offi  cers quarters, where they were found 
during a previous archeological investigation, 
and along the westernmost path leading from 
the sally port to the offi  cer’s quarters, where 
occasional remnants of the bricks are visible 
on the modern surface. It is unknown whether 
all of the paths identifi ed in Figure 65 are lined 
with brick. 
 The probable foundation remains of a tem-
porary structure not on any historic map were 
also identifi ed. Located west of the soldier’s 
barracks is a large rectangular shaped buried 
surface that may be the remains of a covered 
shed in use during the construction of the bar-
racks. 
 Foundation remains of the patio that ex-
isted south of the original offi  cer’s quarters 
(which was a smaller building located on what 
is now the eastern end of the ruins that was 
expanded into the full structure at a later date) 
are also visible in the GPR data. The patio 
feature is notable because it was found only 
in association with the original structure, even 
though the veranda and balconies were eventu-
ally expanded to cover the front of the entire 
completed building. The existence of the patio 
foundations exclusively on the east end of the 
building is indicative of either a variation in 
the construction technique for this portion of 
the patio, or of the incomplete removal of the 
foundation on this end of the building.
 The remainder, and vast majority, of the 
anomalies recorded by the GPR are either 
modern utilities or remain unidentifi ed. Un-
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identifi ed anomalies abound in the northern 
portion of the parade ground and include large 
possible dumps to the east and south of the 
hot shot furnace; two square shaped pavilion-
like features associated with the walking paths 
leading to the offi  cer’s quarters and soldier’s 
barracks; a series of pit features south of the 
veranda associated with the original offi  cer’s 
quarters; foundation remains (partially visible 
on the ground surface) adjacent to the Major 

Figure 59. GPR data from approximately 50 centimeters below the surface overlaid on a portion of 
an 1861 map showing planned construction at the fort and a materials distribution route (see Figure 
14).

Smith monument; a large rectangular surface 
comprising the entirety of the center of the pa-
rade ground (50 meters N/S by 40 meters E/W) 
that may be associated with gardens, livestock 
pens, or a muster area; two large amorphous 
anomalies on the northern boundary of this 
surface; and two large rectangular anoma-
lies to the southwest of the offi  cer’s quarters 
west of the modern leach fi elds. Unidentifi ed 
anomalies in the southern half of the parade 
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Figure 60. GPR data from approximately 65 centimeters below the surface overlaid on a portion of 
an 1850 map showing the locations of the fi ve original temporary frame structures (see Figure 4).  A 
rectangular anomaly is present in the expected location of the storehouse and general high amplitude 
refl ections surround the presumed locations of the lime house and carpenter’s shop.

ground include three rectangular anomalies in 
the space between the known locations of the 
soldier’s barrack’s kitchens; the probable near 
surface refl ection of what remains of the Italy 
grave; a possible privy vault associated with the 
second lighthouse keeper’s quarters; and two 
other pit-like features, possibly cisterns associ-
ated with either the fi rst or second lighthouse 
keeper’s quarters. All of these anomalies are 

identified and marked in the “GPR_UID_
Anomalies” GIS shapefi le provided in Appen-
dix 1. Also in Appendix 1 is the shapefi le titled 
“GPR_Relict_Paths” indicating the location 
of the buried walkways (see Figure 65), and 
a shapefi le titled “GPR_Possible_Structures” 
that identifi es anomalies associated with the 
historic map-predicted structure locations, 
as well as anomalies interpreted as structures 
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Figure 61. Near surface GPR data overlaid on a portion of an 1850 map showing the locations of the 
fi ve original temporary frame structures (see Figure 4). An anomaly corresponding with the expected 
location of the blacksmith shop is present.

without the assistance of the historic maps. 
These shapefiles, and others depicting the 
locations of surface visible utilities, vegetation 
present at the time of the GPR survey, and the 
existing structures at the fort  are provided in 
the digital appendix. Also included are the geo-
rectifi ed historic maps and maps of the radar 
results from various depths below the ground 
surface. All of the fi les are collected for display 

using ArcGIS 9 in the included geodatabase 
entitled “2006 Archeological GPR Survey”.
 The results of this GPR survey can be used 
to aid in the management and restoration of the 
cultural landscape of Garden Key and when 
planning future archeological research on the 
parade ground of Fort Jeff erson. Of primary in-
terest for management is the fact that large areas 
of the parade ground were found to have been 
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Figure 62. Near surface GPR data from outside the seawall overlaid on a portion of an 1861 map show-
ing the locations of temporary frame structures present that year (see Figure 5). The structure over the 
GPR anomaly is identifi ed on the 1861 map as the engineer workman’s barracks, but its small size may 
indicate that the concrete foundation belongs to a more recent building placed in the same location.

signifi cantly impacted by modern intrusions 
over the last seven decades of occupation by 
the NPS. Numerous utility pipes, cables, buried 
tanks, and leach fi elds were encountered on 
the western half of the parade ground facing 
the NPS residential and maintenance areas. 
Utilities were so ubiquitous in Quadrant 4 and 
the western half of Quadrant 3 that there is 
little likelihood that any signifi cant remains of 

intact archeological features are present in the 
area. Utilities were identifi ed in other areas as 
well, including a PVC line crossing the northern 
half of the parade ground and several lines in 
Quadrant 7 that probably supply the park offi  ce 
and the Audubon Fountain. However, these 
utilities are less concentrated and represent a 
minor disturbance to the overall area. 
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Figure 63. Near surface GPR data overlaid on a portion of an 1848 map showing pending construction 
plans and the then existing locations of the original lighthouse and keeper’s quarters (see Figure 6). 
The low amplitude anomaly in the radar refl ection is indicative of the last remaining remnants of the 
original lighthouse foundation.

 In 1962, the NPS removed the superstruc-
ture of the soldier’s barracks and offi  cer’s quar-
ters as well as their associated outbuildings. The 
archeological foundations of the two buildings 
remain, as do the foundation components of the 
offi  cer’s quarters kitchens and latrines and one 
of the soldier’s barrack’s original four kitchens. 
The GPR survey indicated that removal of the 
above ground material remaining of the other 

three kitchens behind the barracks was nearly 
100 percent complete (save the two brick fi re-
boxes of the northern two kitchens), with no 
apparent refl ections from buried foundation 
features. Such a demolition would have resulted 
in signifi cant ground disturbance, probably 
obliterating any other archeological features 
that may have been present in the vicinity of 
the kitchens. 
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Figure 64. GPR data from approximately 50 centimeters below the surface overlaid on a portion of an 
1887 map showing the conditions of the second lighthouse keeper’s quarters (see Figure 11). The vague 
high amplitude refl ections may be associated with remains of the house and compound of outbuild-
ings, or with activity areas outside them.

 The removal of historic fabric and degrada-
tion of subsurface integrity is also signifi cant 
in the area tested outside the fort. The three 
radar grids that were placed in the campground 
and picnic area identifi ed large utility features 
including a leach fi eld and septic tank as well 
as utility lines crossing the area. Although 
some concrete foundations were encountered 
adjacent to the seawall counterscarp, there 

were no signifi cant refl ections indicative of 
the large number of structures and mechanical 
equipment that historically sat at this location. 
The physical removal of these features, natural 
erosion and storm action, and modern utility 
installation have apparently taken their toll on 
the extra-fort portion of Garden Key. It appears 
unlikely that signifi cant intact archeological 
features will ever be identifi ed buried in the 
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Figure 65. Locations of the historic walking paths (in red) identifi ed during the survey.
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sands outside the seawall (though only a por-
tion of these grounds were investigated).
 In consideration of the probable buried 
archeological features identifi ed by the GPR, as 
well as the identifi cation of buried utilities and 
negative data areas, the fort grounds were divid-
ed into two potential management areas: one 
with low archeological integrity, and one with 
potentially high archeological integrity (Figure 
66). The low integrity area was designated as 
such because of cumulatively signifi cant mod-
ern disturbances associated with utility instal-
lation, structure removal, and erosion. The 
high integrity area was designated based mainly 
on the lack of such modern disturbances, but 
also because of the presence of archeological 
geophysical anomalies. Any and all of these 
geophysical anomalies (the possible structures 
and unidentifi ed anomalies discussed above) 
should be considered worthy of future archeo-
logical testing through excavation, but several 
stand out because of their potential to provide 
interpretive opportunities for park visitors.  
The fi rst of these is the anomaly potentially as-
sociated with the 1847 storehouse (see Figure 
34). Currently, there is no interpretation of the 
temporary structures on the modern parade 
ground and an examination of these anomalies 
(if they are indeed found to be associated with 
historic structures) could provide information 
for a wayside describing the construction his-
tory on the parade ground, provide material 
for display, and a provide an interactive visitor 
experience while the test excavations are car-
ried out. Also worthy of further archeological 
examination are any of the possible pit features, 

including those in the vicinity of the lighthouse 
keeper’s quarters and the larger ones near the 
east end of the offi  cer’s quarters and the hot 
shot furnace. The nature of these features can-
not be defi nitively identifi ed with the radar data 
alone, but likely comprise trash dumps near 
the offi  cer’s quarters and possibly cisterns or 
privies in the area around the old lighthouse 
keeper’s quarters. These types of features are 
of archeological signifi cance because they regu-
larly provide vast quantities of material culture 
that may be of interest for the interpretation of 
life at the fort or for display purposes.
 SEAC has several management recom-
mendations stemming from the results of the 
GPR survey. First, if possible, no new utilities 
should be buried in the high archeological 
integrity area identifi ed in Figure 66. New utili-
ties should be limited to the low integrity area 
that has already been subjected to signifi cant 
disturbances. All ground disturbing activities 
at the fort (regardless of their location) should 
still be reviewed for archeological impacts, as 
GPR does not respond to all possible targets 
and even in the low integrity area potential 
archeological resources may have escaped de-
tection, but  for purposes of facility planning, 
every eff ort should be made to avoid impacts in 
the high integrity area. SEAC also recommends 
that an archeological investigation designed to 
recover interpretable information and materi-
als from the promising geophysical anomalies 
be carried out at some time in the future, and 
that in the meantime the geospatial informa-
tion provided in Appendix 1 of this report be 
incorporated into DRTO’s digital management 
databases.
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Figure 66. Recommended archeological management areas. Note that in some areas not surveyed the 
archeological integrity remains unevaluated.
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A DVD containing electronic fi les associated with this project can be found in the back cover of this 
report. Contents of that disk include:

1) A digital copy of this report (in PDF format).

2) Unmodifi ed historic maps (PDF).

3) A GIS geodatabase (created with ArcGIS 9) including processed GPR data maps, mapped existing 
conditions, and rectifi ed historic maps, and shapefi les continaing interpreted results and proposed 
management areas.

4) Autocad maps of the project area (AutoCAD LT 2006 or equivalent).

5) Relevant historic photographs (JPEG fi les).

6) All of the unprocessed GPR Grid data fi les (RADAN software required for viewing), as well as 
select processed GPR data displayed in Surfer plots (Surfer 8), with accompanying XYZ data in 
ASCII format.
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